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BACKGROUND: Doctor-patient communication is an
important marker of health-care quality. Little is known
about the extent to which medical comorbidities, disease
severity and depressive symptoms influence perceptions
of doctor-patient communication in patients with chronic
disease.

METHODS: In a cross-sectional study of 703 outpatients
with chronic coronary disease, we evaluated the extent to
which patient reports of doctor-patient communication
were influenced by medical comorbidities, disease sever-
ity and depressive symptoms.We assessedpatient reports
of doctor-patient communication using the Explanations
of Condition and Responsiveness to Patient Preferences
subscales from the “Interpersonal Processes of Care”
instrument. Poor doctor-patient communication was
defined as a score of <4 (range 1 to 5) on either subscale.
All patients completed the nine-item Patient Health
Questionnaire (PHQ) for measurement of depressive
symptoms and underwent an extensive evaluation of
medical comorbidities and cardiac function.

RESULTS: In univariate analyses, the following patient
characteristics were associated with poor reported
doctor-patient communication on one or both subscales:
female sex, white or Asian race and depressive symptoms.
After adjusting for demographic factors, medical comor-
bidities and disease severity, each standard deviation
(5.4-point) increase in depressive symptom score was
associated with a 50% greater odds of poor reported
explanations of condition (OR 1.5, 95% CI, 1.2–1.8;
p<0.001) and a 30% greater odds of poor reported
responsiveness to patient preferences (OR 1.3, 95% CI,
1.1–1.5; p=0.01). In contrast, objective measures of
disease severity (left ventricular ejection fraction, exer-
cise capacity, inducible ischemia) and medical comor-
bidities (hypertension, diabetes, myocardial infarction)
were not associated with reports of doctor-patient
communication.

CONCLUSIONS: In outpatients with chronic coronary
heart disease, depressive symptoms are associated with
perceived deficits in doctor-patient communication,
while medical comorbidities and disease severity are
not. These findings suggest that patient reports of

doctor-patient communication may partly reflect the
psychological state of the patient.
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BACKGROUND

Doctor-patient communication is considered an important
marker of health-care quality,1 and the social-psychological
aspects of the patient-physician interaction are increasingly
recognized as complementary to the more technical aspects of
medical care.2,3 High quality doctor-patient communication
involves multiple domains, including (1) building an effective
relationship, (2) gathering information, (3) understanding the
patient’s perspective, (4) giving information and (5) decision
making.4,5 Patients rate communication with their physicians
as a valuable part of the medical encounter,6,7 and improved
doctor-patient communication has been associated with
higher patient satisfaction,6,8 self-management of chronic
diseases,9–12 more appropriate prescribing of medications13

and improved health outcomes.14–17

Doctor-patient communication is particularly important in
the management of chronic diseases, which may require
frequent encounters with the medical system and complex
treatment decisions. Patients with chronic disease often have
multiple medical comorbidities and severe illness, presenting
clinical challenges for physicians that may result in less
attention to the social-psychological aspects of the patient-
physician interaction.18,19 Patients with chronic disease also
suffer disproportionately from depression,20,21 which may
complicate doctor-patient communication through the chal-
lenge of managing depression along with other medical condi-
tions or because depressed patients experience or recall
communication with their physicians differently.22–24 However,
little is known about the relative association of medical
comorbidities, disease severity and depressive symptoms with
doctor-patient communication.

We conducted this study to evaluate the association of
medical comorbidities, disease severity and depressive symp-
toms with patient reports of doctor-patient communication in
a cohort of adult patients with coronary heart disease (CHD).
We chose to examine predictors of doctor-patient communica-
tion in this cohort because CHD is a chronic illness associated
with high rates of medical comorbidities and depression.
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METHODS

Subjects and Setting

The Heart and Soul study is an ongoing prospective cohort
study of adults with coronary heart disease (CHD). Study
recruitment procedures have been published previously.25

Briefly, we used administrative databases to identify out-
patients with documented CHD at two Veterans Affairs Medical
Centers in Northern California (San Francisco and Palo Alto),
one university medical center (University of California at San
Francisco) and nine local community health clinics. We defined
documented CHD as at least one of the following: a history of
myocardial infarction, angiographic evidence of at least 50%
stenosis in one or more coronary arteries, previous evidence of
exercise-induced ischemia by treadmill or nuclear testing, a
history of coronary artery revascularization or a diagnosis of
CHD by an internist or a cardiologist. Subjects were excluded if
they had a history of myocardial infarction in the prior 6
months, could not walk one block or were planning to move
from the local area within 3 years. All participants had a
primary care provider. The majority of participants spoke
English; a small number of non-English-speaking patients
participated through the assistance of an English-speaking
family member.

A total of 1,024 subjects were enrolled between September
2000 and December 2002. After 315 participants had already
been enrolled, additional funding enabled us to add instruments
measuring doctor-patient communication as described below. Of
the 709 remaining participants, 703 answered one or more
questions about doctor-patient communication and were includ-
ed in this cross-sectional study. All subjects completed a day-long
initial visit that involved an extensive structured questionnaire to
measure demographic variables, medical comorbidities and
psychosocial functioning, a resting echocardiogram and an
exercise treadmill testwith stress echocardiography. The protocol
was approved by the appropriate institutional review boards, and
all participants provided written informed consent.

Measurements

Doctor-Patient Communication. We assessed doctor-patient
communication using the two-item Explanations of Condition
subscale and the four-item Responsiveness to Patient
Preferences subscale from the Interpersonal Processes of Care
(IPC) instrument, an established self-report questionnaire
designed to measure specific components of doctor-patient
communication in diverse populations.2 Details of the reliability
and validity of the IPC instrument have been published
previously.2 The questionnaire was self-administered with a
research assistant available in the same room to help patients
understand and interpret questions as necessary. The
Explanations of Condition subscale consisted of two questions:
“How often did your doctor(s) give you enough information about
your health problems?” and “How often did your doctor(s) make
sure youunderstood your health problems?” The Responsiveness
to Patient Preferences subscale consisted of four questions: “How
often did your doctor(s) try to involve you or include you in
decisions about your treatment?” “How often did your doctor(s)
ask how you felt about different treatments?” How often did your
doctor(s) make decisions without taking your preferences or
opinions into account?” and “How often did you feel pressured

by your doctor(s) to have a treatment you weren’t sure you
wanted?” For each question, patients were asked to report their
experiences with their physician over the past 6months on a five-
point Likert scale ranging from “never” to “always.”

We generated a summary score for each subscale by adding
up the total scores within the subscale and dividing by the
number of questions. For participants who did not complete all
questions in the subscale (N=6 for Explanations of Condition
and N=79 for Responsiveness to Patient Preferences), we
divided by the number of answered questions. Higher scores
indicate better experiences of doctor-patient communication
(the Likert scale was reverse scored for negative characteristics).
We evaluated the IPC subscales both as continuous variables
and as dichotomous variables, with a score of <4 on each
subscale (corresponding to never/rarely/sometimes for positive
characteristics and always/often/sometimes for negative char-
acteristics) considered “poor” doctor-patient communication.26

Depressive Symptoms. We assessed depressive symptoms
using the nine-item Patient Health Questionnaire (PHQ).27,28

We evaluated depressive symptoms both as a continuous
variable (range of scores 0 to 27) and as an ordinal variable,
using previously established categories of none-minimal (PHQ
score of 0–3), mild (PHQ score of 4–9) or moderate-severe (PHQ
score ≥10) depressive symptoms.28

Medical Comorbidities and Disease Severity. Medical
comorbidities (history of hypertension, diabetes and myocardial
infarction) were assessed by patient questionnaire. We assessed
disease severity using three objective measures of cardiac
function: a resting two-dimensional echocardiogram for
measurement of left ventricular ejection fraction (LVEF), an
exercise treadmill test for measurement of exercise capacity and
a stress echocardiogram for assessment of inducible ischemia.
We performed a symptom-limited, graded exercise treadmill test
according to a standard Bruce protocol, a widely adopted and
validated measure of exercise capacity and ischemic heart
disease.29 Peak exercise capacity was defined as the total
number of metabolic equivalent tasks (METS) achieved. Poor
exercise capacity was defined a priori as <5 METS.30 Inducible
ischemia was defined as the presence of exercise-induced
electrocardiographic changes or new echocardiographic wall
motion abnormalities at peak exercise.

Other Patient Characteristics

Age, sex, race, education and income were measured by ques-
tionnaire. Education was measured by asking participants
“What is the highest level of education that you have completed?”
Participantswho indicated grade 12 (or equivalent) or higherwere
considered to have a high school education. Income was
measured by asking participants “Which of the following catego-
ries best describes your total combined household income for the
past 12 months?” Primary care site was determined from
administrative data.

Statistical Analysis

Our goal was to examine the associations of medical comor-
bidities, disease severity and depressive symptoms with pa-
tient reports of doctor-patient communication. We calculated
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internal reliability of the two IPC subscales using Cronbach’s
alpha. In univariate analyses, we compared differences in
characteristics of participants (including demographic vari-
ables, medical comorbidities, disease severity and depressive
symptoms) in patients with low (poor communication) vs. high
(good communication) IPC subscale scores. Chi-squared tests
were used for dichotomous variables and t tests for continuous
variables. We then used logistic regression to evaluate the
independent association of depressive symptoms with “poor”
reported doctor-patient communication, adjusted for demo-
graphic characteristics (age, sex, race, education, income),
medical comorbidities (history of myocardial infarction, hyper-
tension and diabetes) and disease severity (resting left ventric-
ular ejection fraction, exercise capacity, inducible ischemia).
These variables were hypothesized a priori to be associated
with patient reports of communication.

RESULTS

Of the 703 participants, 526 (75%) were male, and the mean
age was 65 (range 36–97). Overall, 407 (58%) participants were
white, 126 (18%) were black, 87 (13%) were Asian or Pacific
Islander, and 63 (9%) were Latino. Of the 703 participants, 122
(17%) were recruited from the San Francisco and Palo Alto VA
Medical Centers, 340 (48%) from the University of California,
San Francisco, and 236 (34%) from public health clinics in the
Community Health Network of San Francisco.

Overall, 27% (186/701) reported poor doctor-patient com-
munication on the Explanations of Condition subscale (score
<4) and 41% (286/702) reported poor doctor-patient commu-
nication on the Responsiveness to Patient Preferences sub-
scale (score <4). Participant responses were skewed toward
reporting more positive communication experiences (Fig. 1).
The Explanations of Condition subscale had a Cronbach’s
alpha of 0.85. The Responsiveness to Patient Preferences
subscale had a Cronbach’s alpha of 0.64.

Participants who reported poor explanations of condition
were more likely to be female, more likely to be Asian, and less

likely to be black than those who reported good explanations of
condition (Table 1). Those who reported poor responsiveness to
patient preferences were more likely to be white and less likely
to be black than those who reported good responsiveness to
patient preferences. Participants who reported poor communi-
cation on either subscale were more likely to have depressive
symptoms. There were no other significant differences in the
characteristics of patients reporting poor vs. good doctor-
patient communication on either subscale. Ratings of commu-
nication did not differ by primary care site and were not
associated with medical comorbidities or objective measures of
disease severity.

Of the 703 participants, 47% had none-minimal depressive
symptoms (PHQ 0–3), 32% had mild depressive symptoms
(PHQ 4–9) and 21% had moderate-severe depressive symptoms
(PHQ≥10). In describing communication with their doctor,
18% of participants with none-minimal depressive symptoms,
31% of participants with mild depressive symptoms and 39%
of participants with moderate-severe depressive symptoms
reported poor explanations of condition (p<0.001, Fig. 2).
Similarly, 34% of participants with none-minimal depressive
symptoms, 48% of participants with mild depressive symp-
toms and 45% of participants with moderate-severe depressive
symptoms reported poor responsiveness to patient preferences
(p=0.003, Fig. 2).

In logistic regression models adjusted for age, with doctor-
patient communication coded as a dichotomous outcome
variable, each standard deviation (5.4 point) increase in
depressive symptom score was associated with a 50% greater
odds of poor reported explanations of condition (OR 1.5, 95%
CI, 1.3–1.8; p<0.0001) (Table 2) and a 30% greater odds of
poor reported responsiveness to patient preferences (OR 1.3,
95% CI, 1.1–1.5; p=0.004) (Table 3). In multivariable models,
each SD increase in depressive symptoms remained strongly
associated with poor reported explanations of conditions (OR
1.5, 95% CI 1.2–1.8, p<0.0001) and poor reported responsive-
ness to patient preferences (OR 1.3, 95% CI 1.1–1.5, p=0.01),
adjusting for age, sex, race, education, income, history of
hypertension, diabetes, myocardial infarction, left ventricular
ejection fraction ≤50%, poor exercise capacity (METS<5), and
inducible ischemia. We found the same association of depres-
sive symptoms with poor doctor-patient communication in
models adjusted only for age, race and sex (OR 1.5, 95% CI
1.3–1.8; p<0.0001 for explanations of condition; OR 1.3, 95%
CI 1.1–1.5; p=0.006 for responsiveness to patient preferences,
data not shown). In contrast, three objective measures of
disease severity (systolic function, exercise capacity and induc-
ible ischemia) and three commonmedical comorbidities (history
of hypertension, diabetes and myocardial infarction) were not
associated with reports of doctor-patient communication on
either subscale. In a sensitivity analysis including only partici-
pants who answered all questions on either subscale in the
same multivariable models (N=695 for the Explanations of
Condition subscale and N=623 for the Responsiveness to
Patient Preferences subscale), results were unchanged (data
not shown).

Because the association between depressive symptoms and
responsiveness to patient preferences did not appear to be
linear (Fig. 2), we also evaluated the association of depressive
symptom score by category with reports of poor responsiveness
to patient preferences (data not shown). In the multivariable
model adjusted for the above-listed variables, mild depressive

Figure 1. Distribution of summary scores on the explanations of
condition and responsiveness to patient preferences sub-

scales*. *Participants rated doctor-patient communication on a
five-point Likert scale ranging from “never” to “always”. A

summary score was generated for each subscale by adding up
the total scores within the scale and dividing by the number of
answered questions. Higher scores indicate better experiences

of communication.
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symptoms (PHQ 4–9) were associated with a 60% increased
odds of poor responsiveness to patient preferences (OR 1.6,
95% CI 1.1–2.4, p=0.01), and moderate-severe depressive
symptoms (PHQ≥10) were associated with a 70% increased
odds of poor responsiveness to patient preferences (OR 1.7,
95% CI 1.1–2.8, p=0.02) compared with none-minimal de-
pressive symptoms (PHQ 0–3).

DISCUSSION

Among patients with chronic CHD, we found that depressive
symptoms were strongly associated with patient reports of
poor doctor-patient communication, as measured on two
subscales from the established Interpersonal Processes of
Care questionnaire. Depressive symptoms were independently
associated with poor reported explanations of condition and
poor reported responsiveness to patient preferences, after
adjustment for demographic factors, medical comorbidities
and disease severity. In contrast, common medical comorbid-
ities and objective measures of cardiac disease severity were
not associated with reported doctor-patient communication.
These findings raise questions about whether self-reports of
doctor-patient communication are in part a reflection of the
psychological state of the patient.

Several studies have explored the relationship between
depression and doctor-patient communication. Patients with

underlying mental disorders may be more likely to have unmet
patient expectations,31 less likely to have their symptoms
understood by their physicians,32 less involved in shared
decision making33 and less satisfied with their care.34 To our

Table 1. Characteristics of Participants by Reports of Doctor-patient Communication*

Explanations of condition† Responsiveness to patient preferences†

Poor Good P value Poor Good P value

(N=186) (N=515) (N=286) (N=416)

Demographics
Age, years, mean ± SD 65±11 65±11 0.79 65±11 65±11 0.74
Male 128 (69%) 396 (77%) 0.03 211 (74%) 314 (76%) 0.61
Race 0.02 0.01
White 110 (59%) 297 (58%) 180 (63%) 227 (55%)
Black 21 (11%) 105 (20%) 34 (12%) 92 (22%)
Asian 31 (17%) 55 (11%) 38 (13%) 48 (12%)
Latino 17 (9%) 46 (9%) 25 (9%) 38 (9%)
Other 7 (4%) 11 (2%) 9 (3%) 10 (2%)
High school education 162 (88%) 446 (87%) 0.78 254 (89%) 354 (85%) 0.1
Annual income ≥20 K 102 (55%) 267 (52%) 0.56 139 (49%) 231 (56%) 0.07
Primary care site 0.1 0.55
San Francisco VA 21 (11%) 91 (18%) 43 (15%) 69 (17%)
Palo Alto VA 1 (1%) 9 (2%) 4 (1%) 6 (1%)
UCSF 99 (54%) 240 (47%) 147 (52%) 192 (46%)
Public health clinic 64 (35%) 171 (33%) 89 (31%) 147 (36%)

Medical comorbidities
Hypertension 129 (70%) 357 (69%) 0.92 194 (68%) 293 (70%) 0.5
Diabetes 40 (22%) 142 (28%) 0.1 70 (24%) 113 (27%) 0.41
Myocardial infarction 97 (52%) 264 (52%) 0.86 148 (52%) 213 (52%) 0.98
Disease severity
Resting LVEF, mean ± SD 61.2±9.6 61.1±9.8 0.84 61.6±9.4 60.9±10.0 0.35
Exercise capacity, METS 7.5±3.3 7.6±3.5 0.76 7.6±3.4 7.6±3.5 0.84
Inducible ischemia 33 (20%) 93 (20%) 0.98 49 (19%) 77 (21%) 0.67
Depressive symptoms
PHQ-9, mean ± SD 7.1±5.8 4.8±5.1 <0.0001 6.1±5.4 5.0±5.3 0.006

Abbreviations: VA, Veterans Affairs Medical Center; UCSF, University of California, San Francisco; LVEF, left ventricular ejection fraction; METS, metabolic
equivalent tasks; PHQ-9, nine-item patient health questionaire
*Data are given as number (percentage) except where indicated otherwise
†Subscale score <4=poor

Figure 2. Percentage of participants reporting poor communica-
tion on the explanations of condition and responsiveness to

patient preferences subscales,* stratified by depressive symptom
score †. *Subscale score <4=Poor Doctor-Patient Communication.
† Depressive systems assessed using the 9-item Patient Health
Questionaire (PHQ range of scores 0-27). PHQ score 0-3=none-
minimal; PHQ score 4-9=mild; PHQ score ≥10=moderate-severe.
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knowledge, only one prior study has evaluated the influence of
depressive symptom severity on patient reports of doctor-
patient communication across different domains.24 This study,
conducted in a cohort of adults with diabetes, found that
depressive symptoms were associated with worse reports of
doctor-patient communication on four out of seven subscales
from the same Interpersonal Processes of Care instrument.
However, it was unclear how the association of depressive
symptoms with poor reports of doctor-patient communication
compared withmedical comorbidities and objectivemeasures of
disease severity. Our study extends these important findings by
reporting an association of depressive symptoms with reports of
poor explanations of condition and responsiveness to patient
preferences in a cohort of adults with chronic CHD and by
demonstrating that the association is not explained by medical
comorbidities or worse cardiac function in depressed patients.

Consistent with previous data, we found a high prevalence
of depressive symptoms in patients with chronic coronary
disease.21,35,36 Depression is a significant risk factor for
adverse outcomes in this population. Patients with CHD
and concomitant depression are at increased risk for recur-
rence of cardiac events and for adverse cardiovascular out-
comes after coronary artery bypass grafting surgery,21

independent of baseline cardiac disease severity.37 Depres-
sion is associated with poor health-related quality of life in

patients with chronic CHD and more strongly predicts health
status outcomes than objective measures of disease severi-
ty.25 Our findings suggest that patients with depression are
at increased risk for experiencing poor communication with
their physicians. Poor experiences of doctor-patient commu-
nication—similar to poor perceived health status—may also
lead to depressive symptoms.

The lack of association between medical comorbidities or
disease severity and reports of poor communication implies
that medical complexity may not compromise patients’ experi-
ences of communication with their doctors to the same extent
as depressive symptoms. In addition to interventions focused
on clinician communication skills, efforts to improve doctor-
patient communication should include increased screening
and treatment of patients with depressive symptoms. Referral
to mental health services, when available, may assist primary
care physicians in such evaluation and treatment. Physicians
may also wish to explore different strategies for communicat-
ing information and sharing decisions with patients who are
depressed. Poor experiences of communication in this popula-
tion may signal a need for alternative communication models.

Why patients with depressive symptoms experience poor
communication is not clear. Swenson hypothesized that
differences in content, process or recall among patients with
depression may result in poor communication.24 Content

Table 3. Predictors of Poor Reports of Doctor-Patient Communication on the Responsiveness to Patient Preferences Subscale*

Age-adjusted MV adjusted†

OR (95% CI) P value OR (95% CI) P value

Depressive symptoms
PHQ-9, per SD increase 1.3 (1.1–1.5) 0.004 1.3 (1.1–1.5) 0.01
Medical comorbidities
History of hypertension 0.9 (0.6–1.2) 0.5 1.0 (0.7–1.4) 0.96
History of diabetes 0.9 (0.6–1.2) 0.43 1.0 (0.7–1.5) 0.95
History of myocardial infarction 1.0 (0.7–1.4) 1.00 1.1 (0.8–1.5) 0.75
Disease severity
Systolic dysfunction (LVEF ≤50%) 1.0 (0.6–1.6) 0.96 1.0 (0.6–1.6) 0.88
Poor exercise capacity (METS <5) 1.0 (0.6–1.4) 0.66 1.0 (0.6–1.5) 0.89
Inducible ischemia 0.9 (0.6–1.3) 0.6 0.8 (0.5–1.2) 0.33

Abbreviations: PHQ-9, nine-item patient health questionnaire; LVEF, left ventricular ejection fraction; METS, metabolic equivalents
*Poor reports of doctor-patient communication defined as Responsiveness to Patient Preferences Subscale score <4
†Odds ratio for a model adjusted for age, sex, race, education, income, history of hypertension, diabetes, myocardial infarction, LVEF ≤ 50%, METS < 5,
inducible ischemia, PHQ-9

Table 2. Predictors of Poor Reports of Doctor-Patient Communication on the Explanations of Condition Subscale*

Age-adjusted MV adjusted†

OR (95% CI) P value OR (95% CI) P value

Depressive symptoms
PHQ-9, per SD increase 1.5 (1.3–1.8) <0.0001 1.5 (1.2–1.8) <0.0001
Medical comorbidities
History of hypertension 1.0 (0.7–1.5) 0.91 1.1 (0.7–1.7) 0.63
History of diabetes 0.7 (0.5–1.1) 0.1 0.7 (0.4–1.1) 0.09
History of myocardial infarction 1.0 (0.7–1.4) 0.87 1.1 (0.7–1.6) 0.7
Disease severity
Systolic dysfunction (LVEF ≤50%) 1.2 (0.7–1.9) 0.49 1.4 (0.8–2.6) 0.23
Poor exercise capacity (METS <5) 0.9 (0.6–1.4) 0.52 0.7 (0.4–1.1) 0.15
Inducible ischemia 1.0 (0.6–1.6) 0.97 1.0 (0.6–1.6) 0.87

Abbreviations: PHQ-9, nine-item patient health questionnaire; LVEF, left ventricular ejection fraction; METS, metabolic equivalents
*Poor reports of doctor-patient communication defined as Explanations of Condition Subscale score <4
†Odds ratio for a model adjusted for age, sex, race, education, income, history of hypertension, diabetes, myocardial infarction, LVEF ≤ 50%, METS < 5,
inducible ischemia, PHQ-9
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refers to the challenge of dealing with multiple issues during a
medical visit, which could lead to less time-sharing informa-
tion. Our findings do not support the content explanation
because communication was not associated with medical
comorbidities or cardiac function. The fact that sicker patients
did not report worse communication suggests that visit
content did not interfere with information exchange or shared
decision making. Process refers to differences in the way
physicians interact with their patients. Depressed patients
may have difficulty discussing their health problems with
physicians,22 have a more negative affect, be less well-liked
by their doctors38 and/or make physicians feel more frustrated
or less engaged,18 thereby placing a strain on interpersonal
relationships, which may impede physician-patient communi-
cation. Visit recall means that depressed patients may have
inaccurate or skewed recollections of what happened during a
visit. Depressed patients may report poor communication in
part because they view everything in a negative light. Alterna-
tively, difficulty with concentration, a symptom of major
depression,39 may impair patient recall of communication
during the medical visit.

While the process of communication may be objectively
worse in patients with depressive symptoms, it is also possible
that patients with depression perceive the same interactions
differently. Depressive symptoms are associated with poor
reports of doctor-patient communication, and the perceived
quality of doctor-patient communication predicts patient
satisfaction.40 Thus, if patients with depressive symptoms
report lower satisfaction with their physicians, is this because
depressed patients perceive things differently or because their
physicians are actually providing poorer quality care? The
possibility that patients with depressive symptoms view clin-
ical encounters through different lenses raises questions about
the validity of patient self-report questionnaires used as
measures of health-care quality.

Several limitations must be considered in interpreting our
results. First, we evaluated two aspects of doctor-patient com-
munication, explanations of condition and responsiveness to
patient preferences, using two subscales from the Interpersonal
Processes of Care instrument. Our study did not address other
important components of doctor-patient communication includ-
ing empathy, respectfulness, listening or empowerment.2,3,41

While explanations of condition and responsiveness to patient
preferences are critical aspects of care, it is possible that the
inclusion of additional measures of doctor-patient communica-
tion would have provided different results. Second, we studied
patients with coronary heart disease, so our results may not
generalize to patients with other illnesses. However, CHD is a
common chronic illness requiring frequent physician visits and
associated with multiple medical comorbidities and high rates of
depression. Third, it is possible that depression itself may have
presented a barrier to participation in this study. However, we
found a high prevalence of depressive symptoms consistent with
previous data.36 Fourth, our participants spoke English, and the
majority were male and white. Although the Interpersonal
Processes of Care instrument was designed to compare doctor-
patient communication across diverse racial/ethnic groups, our
study sample did not allow us to make such comparisons. Fifth,
we did not collect information about individual physicians. While
previous work has demonstrated an association between physi-
cian characteristics and patient reports of doctor-patient com-
munication,42 we were unable to evaluate physician predictors of

communication or account for clustering at the physician level.
Sixth, the Interpersonal Processes of Care instrument is a patient
self-report questionnaire; we did not observe doctor-patient
communication directly. While patient perceptions of communi-
cation are important in and of themselves, direct observation
might have allowed us to examine whether perceived differences
in communication were more strongly associated with visit
process or recall. Finally, this was a cross-sectional study; thus,
we were unable to evaluate causality.

CONCLUSION

In summary, patients with depressive symptoms are more
likely to report poor doctor-patient communication than those
without depressive symptoms. Whether differences in per-
ceived communication are due to differences in the communi-
cation process or to differences in recall among patients with
depressive symptoms deserves further study. Patient reports
are important in and of themselves and signal a need for
increased awareness of the influence of depressive symptoms
on experiences of doctor-patient communication. However,
further correlation with physician reports and/or direct obser-
vation may be necessary before such reports can be used as
objective measures of health-care quality.
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